
Delivering information you can trust

IBM InfoSphere Metadata Workbench
Providing end-to-end visibility into information

Highlights

■ Support governance, 

compliance and regulatory

requirements

■ Increase trust in where the data

is coming from and what hap-

pens to it as it moves through

the integration process

■ Provide a complete 

picture of data integration 

flows processed by 

IBM® InfoSphere™ 

Information Server or by 

third-party applications

■ Reduce IT costs of ownership

by providing insight into the

interoperability and reuse of

information assets

■ Enrich the value of information

by depicting relationships

between data

■ Drive better business decisions

through understanding the

impact of changes on your

business processes

Turn your data into a strategic asset

The volume of data that organizations

need to manage is often staggering.

This information is frequently spread

across many different systems, often

redundantly, and represented in many

different formats. As companies seek a

more trusted and transparent view of

their information, they need a way to

locate, understand and relate their

many enterprise information sources

and processes.

The Society for Information

Management (SIM) 2008 survey of the

top 10 concerns of CIOs1 lists both

“strategic IT planning” and “making bet-

ter use of information” as critical issues

in the minds of today’s CIOs. These

concerns clearly emphasize the impor-

tance of investing in tools that can help

companies reuse information and

http://www.ibm.com
http://ibm.com/software/data
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processes across the enterprise and

can help simplify their information inte-

gration challenges.

IBM InfoSphere Information Server pro-

vides a complete platform for integrat-

ing and enriching information across

disparate source systems. Using an

active and shared metadata repository

layer, InfoSphere Information Server

supports a full range of integration

activities and user roles with collabora-

tion and reuse principles. These arti-

facts include technical metadata about

the various sources of information,

business metadata that describes the

business meaning and usage of infor-

mation and operational metadata that

describes what happens within the inte-

gration process.

IBM InfoSphere Metadata Workbench

provides a powerful metadata manage-

ment interface that supports not only

InfoSphere Information Server metadata

but also other key metadata that play

critical roles in data integration

processes. A centralized and holistic

view across the entire landscape of

data integration processes, with visibility

into data transformations that operate

inside and outside of InfoSphere

Information Server, arms businesses

with critical information that can lead to

better decisions.

Data validation and traceability is an

important factor in complying with regu-

lations such as the Sarbanes-Oxley Act

and Basel II. These regulatory and com-

pliance rules require companies to verify

the accuracy, history and origin of their

information. InfoSphere Metadata

Workbench supports these compliance

requirements by providing visibility into

where data is coming from and what

happens to it as it transforms across

the enterprise. This is a critical part of

building trust in enterprise information.

This powerful tool also allows you to

assess the impact of change on your IT

landscape. IT staff can quickly find and

notify the owners or stewards of data

when a potential impact is identified,

helping to reduce the chance of unfore-

seen costs, the impact of wrong deci-

sions and the loss of business

opportunities.

IBM InfoSphere Metadata Workbench helps

trace data relationships

IBM InfoSphere Metadata Workbench

provides a visual, Web-based explo-

ration of information assets and data

flows. It includes expanded capabilities

Figure 1. InfoSphere Metadata Workbench shows data lineage flow on an integration process with
transformations performed by InfoSphere Information Server as well as third-party applications.
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to help visualize data integration

processes of any shape or form, such

as those in third-party applications,

extract, transform and load (ETL) tools,

external Java™ and mainframe pro-

grams and stored procedures. This

open interface gives organizations the

flexibility and scalability to maintain and

integrate metadata across enterprise

landscapes. 

InfoSphere Metadata Workbench 

outlines the complete lineage of 

fields from applications, reports or data

warehouses back to source systems,

surfacing the processes and transfor-

mations that occurred along the way.

Figure 1 shows a graphical view of this

data lineage. InfoSphere Metadata

Workbench also graphically displays 

the impact of changes to any informa-

tion asset, and highlights the services

and processes that would be affected

by that change. Figure 2 shows the

impact on a downstream application as

a result of making a change to a source

database.

The data stewardship capabilities

offered through this tool help compa-

nies promote data governance by

establishing information responsibility

and accountability. Figure 3 shows

InfoSphere Metadata Workbench data

stewardship.

Figure 2. InfoSphere Metadata Workbench shows the impact on jobs, reports and downstream
applications when data is changed. In this example, changes to the SALES database will have an impact
on the CRM application.

Figure 3. InfoSphere Metadata Workbench data stewardship helps promote data governance.
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The search and query capabilities of

InfoSphere Metadata Workbench are

designed to enable developers, admin-

istrators, project managers and analysts

to explore information in a customizable

format that fits their business needs.

For example, a business analyst can

search information on business intelli-

gence reports that were updated in the

last 24 hours and are owned by a 

certain data steward. The advanced

search interface of InfoSphere 

Metadata Workbench provides users

with a graphical interface (see Figure 4)

to build complex requests against 

business, technical and operational

metadata. These requests can be run

immediately or persisted for later avail-

ability to a wider audience.

Features of InfoSphere Metadata

Workbench

InfoSphere Metadata Workbench high-

lights include:

● Web-based navigation of key 

information assets through an interac-

tive and powerful interface provides an

easy way for users to access critical

information. 
● Visual cross-tool and cross-platform

data lineage provides an understand-

ing of the complete information lineage,

including where data came from and

what happened to it as it moved across

data integration processes, with

extended visibility into enterprise 

data flows outside of InfoSphere

Information Server.

Figure 4. InfoSphere Metadata Workbench query capabilities allow users to explore information in a
customizable format that fits their business needs.

● Visual cross-tool impact analysis

allows complete understanding of the

impact of a change before the change is

made, even when the impact extends

beyond a single tool.
● Reporting on information assets,

through simple and advanced 

search with save, repeat and publish

capabilities, helps business and IT 

users to quickly understand complex

environments.
● Automated linkages to InfoSphere

Information Server metadata services

help organizations reduce their overall

IT costs and accelerate productivity. 

● Collaboration and shared metadata

with IBM InfoSphere Business Glossary

promotes data stewardship, business

and IT alignment and better under-

standing of information assets. 
● Various access levels for different

user types provide the flexibility to cus-

tomize requirement management and

enforce information security. 
● Globalization and translation 

support for simplified Chinese, tradi-

tional Chinese, Japanese, Korean,

French, German, Italian, Spanish and

Brazilian Portuguese enables customers

around the world to use InfoSphere

Metadata Workbench in their native

language.
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InfoSphere Information Server and

InfoSphere Foundation Tools deliver

trusted information

Organizations face the challenge of

locating information and getting it

where it is needed in the form

needed—and then discerning further

insights from it. Information validity and

control are additional concerns. The

hurdles only mount if businesses can-

not ensure access to authoritative, con-

sistent, timely and complete

information.

InfoSphere Information Server is a revo-

lutionary software platform that helps

you derive more value from the com-

plex, heterogeneous information spread

across your systems. It enables your

organization to integrate disparate data

and deliver trusted information wherever

and whenever needed, in line and in

context, to specific people, applications

and processes. It helps business and IT

personnel collaborate to understand the

meaning, structure and content of any

type of information across any source.

It provides breakthrough productivity

and performance for cleansing, trans-

forming and moving this information

consistently and securely throughout

the enterprise, so it can be accessed

and used in new ways to drive innova-

tion, increase operational efficiency and

help lower risk.

IBM InfoSphere Foundation Tools help

you understand the information you

have so you can target tactical projects

to gain incremental value that can posi-

tively affect your business’s bottom line.

To do this, you need a blueprint to cor-

relate your business requirements with

the information and technical assets

you have within your enterprise.

InfoSphere Foundation Tools help you

assess where you are and where you

want to be, and help you build a blue-

print to get there.

System requirements

For the client, InfoSphere Metadata

Workbench requires installation of

Microsoft® Internet Explorer Version 6.0

or higher. For current, detailed hardware

and software system requirements for

InfoSphere Information Server product

modules, visit ibm.com/software/data/

infosphere

http://www.ibm.com/software/data/infosphere
http://www.ibm.com/software/data/infosphere


For more information

To learn more about InfoSphere

Metadata Workbench, data governance

and metadata management, please

visit:

● ibm.com/software/data/

infosphere/metadata-workbench

● ibm.com/software/

sw-library/en_US/detail/

M969392H43073W75.html

● ibm.com/software/data/

infosphere/foundation-tools/

index.html

To learn more about InfoSphere

Information Server and other 

information integration solutions from

IBM, contact your IBM marketing 

representative or IBM Business 

Partner, or visit ibm.com/software/

data/infosphere
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